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CAPITALIZE ON 1HE MOST
POWERFUL SALES INCENTIVE
EVER DEVISED BY MAN:

WOMAN.
Clever man, to "devise" such a ·
profitable item. Family, TV, school,
magazines, double standards in sex
and work, and presto - off the end of
the assembly line comes Woman- a
totally artificial creation designed to

meet the needs of men and of capitalism. Too bad its only a mask. Too bad
the real person undemeath is getting
angry and ripping off the mask. The
best sales incentive ever invented down the drain.
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DORMS
complete architects' report
The following is the complete text of the
arehitects' report on the possibility of rrodular
student housing at Bard. lf approved, these
units could be in use by next tall. The Observer
believes that they are an important positive
step in shaping the future of the College. ltems
stiil negotiable in the plans indude window !)ize,
furnishings, and exterior finish. (We think the
buildings ought to blend with the trees.)
Students will be able to view and comment on
moek-ups of the dorms before their construction.
T.h.e purpose of this study is to evaluate the feasi~llrty of developing for Bard College a repetitive
s1x or eight student living unit (module) as an alternative to conventional dormitory construction.
The following major headings will be reviewed.
I. Site
2. Living Unit
3. Meehanieal System/Equipment
4. Budget
5. Project Schedule
6. Conclusions and Recommendations.
I. SITE
a. Description: The proposed building site is
at the western boundary of an essentially flat
field lying south and west of Proctor Art Center
west of Annandale road and
'
w~st

of l>lmandale Road and north of the pedestnan path that links the main campus with the
t~eatre. The dominant feature of the proposed
s1te at the edge of the field isa steeply dropping
grade and abundance of trees.
b. Soil Characteristies: An analysis of soil
con.ditions indicate a very poor soil bearing and
dramage condition with adequate hearing soil
varying from approximately 20' --30' at the
western edge of the field to 40'-50' in the more
central portions. The soil value would seem to indicate that anything higher than I story conventional (masonry) construction would require detail~d soil analysis, special floating foundations
des1gn or most probably supplementary pile
foundations. A possible and potentially mare
economical alternate would be the use of pole
construction whereby buildings could be held
~ff the grade, thus eliminating the need for footmgs and foundation walls.
e. Propesed Site Utilizations: A placement of
the student living modules along the hill at the

western boundaries of the site would seem to
offer the following advantages and would provide;
I. a lagieal adaptation of pole structure
design as adequate bearing soil is closer
to the surface in this area.
2. favorable orientation with respeet to
view.
·
3. relative visual and acoutical privacy.
4. proximty to proposed aecess/service
road.
·
5. proximity to existing sewer lines.
6. avoidam;e of extensive site development
in terms of earth moving, paved terraces
landseaping, etc.
'
7. the preservation of the open quality of
: the remainder of the site and its use for
possible outdoor recreation.
Possible disadvantages of this location would
be:
I. a probable increase in construetion time
due to the sloping nature of the site
2. the existance of trees nearby nt.Y pose a
possible fire or fire aecess prob~m not
associated with an open site. .'
d. Site Development: As a part of the proposed site utilization plan the following work
would be undertaken:
I. the propesed road that follows the new
sewer I ine would be paved from the
theatre, past the faculty housetoa point
of aecess to Annandale Road.
2. a new parking lot with an approximately
60 car capaeity would be built west of
Proctor Art Center.
3. a new pedestrian aecess walk would be
constructed along the proposed aecess
road and other VIBiks would be built to
expand the pedestrian walk system to tie
it mare closely to the main campus.
4. Considerable tree clearing would be required to prepare the proposed site for
the new buildings. Some additional
planting may be required once the
structures are in place.
5. Meehanieal services such as hook up to
existing sewage, water, electricity,
storm drainage, telephone and fire alarm
systems would be provided.
6. Some additional pedestrian walks could
be constructed to all ow aecess to a
commom gathering area west of the
building site.
cont. page 3
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Bloody, says Dean Selinger. The campus is bloody
from last term's battles between faculty groups,
students' groups and everybody else. Student government seems to be sbmewhat a shambles, at !east on the
decline--as are student governments the world over.
The dissatisfaction market isa prosperous one. The
seventies will be trying times for any college, perhaps:
especially hard for this one. Answers do not appear
any more available than usual, and problems are not
inclined to disappear.
'Come together' then, might be a useful by-word ..
Developing a community concensus of what ~~rd 1s
all aboutisa high priority. We can make dec1s1ons on
how to shape the College only when we know what we
want.

Since I left Bard in the Spring l've
been doing some serious thinking about what it was that made life
there so difficult for me and led me
and many of my friends into the
rotection of drugs and liquor.
know this problem must concer[l
you deeply so I tho.u ght I would
pass on my conclus10ns.

r

Theeasiest explanation for the abuse
of intoxicants at Bard is that the
students themselves are a collection of
abnormal or exceptional characters
and so, given to unusual, socially
unacceptable practices. That is one
way to avoid responsibility in the
matter. But the habitual use of drugs
and liquor is an escape and it must oe
an escape from something. It is very
much the situation at Bard that is
accountable for the problem.

Drugs have always been called the
'problem' at Bard. I th ink it is rather
the frustration of unrealized talent
and energy. lf the abnormalities of
Bard's situation are taken care of I
think that the abnormal characters
may weil take care of themselves.

An Existential Psychology seminar
under Sheldon Cohen last Spring
attempted to write a new definition
of the 'normal', stable and happy
man . At the time we adduced three
primary characteristics for such a
person: that he be sincere, devoted,
and express active compassian .
In the last, the wider the scope of
his compassion, the happier the indi·
vidual until his activity embraces all
humanity. lf any one of those traits
were absent, neglected or frustrated,
the individual's life became unhappy,
unbalanced and fruitless. It is, I
thinkha situation of built-in trustratian t at Bard presents.

Editor:
Weil. I auess 1'11 write a letter camplaining vehemently about the
several deadly mcnes sporad1cally
disgracing the pages of your new:spaper the paragraphs of wandenng
egotistical self-nghteous half-assed
bullshit known as 'Cat of Nine Tails,'
spewed by John Katzenbach . It
seems that his blithering qroans, delivered in what I suppase he imagines
to be a conversational style have
finally got me off my piece of the
collective Bard ass, to write this
letter.

Though Bard offers ample opportunity to be sincere and devoted
especially in personal relationships,
there are very few outlets through
which a student can express himself
for the betterment of the community.
The array of attempts to form small,
student run elasses is, I think, a
desparate ~pression on the students'
part of their need to somehow put
their intellegences and energies back
into the community for its own good.
That these attempts went unaided
and unencoura~ed by faculty and
administration IS deplorable.
The fact that Bard is so isolated enforces on the students a lack of influence on the outside VIDrld. Only the
most strenous efforts to increase their
influence in the school itself can
possible solve their problem.
I think the quality of life at Bard
could be improved considerably if
students llliere, for instance granted
teaching assistantships, if there were a
mechamsm for printmg, on a frequent
and regular bas1s, class papers of note
and I'Terit, if say. art students were
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given small financial grants for
functional or decorat1ve art pieces
to be used or displayed in the community. Finally, there should be a
regular body through which student
proposals of this kind can be brought
directly to the administration for
approval. As I remember the student
government never succeeded in
serving this purpose.
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Yours sincerely,
William Gottlieb

In other words, what I mean is, Iike
if that guy would actually get down
and, weil~ say something, you know
instead or kind of whine on about
his operations and his tough job as
crack activist columnist, and such -like
trivia, you know and his phrases
begilded-the-lilying and cool (?)
off-the-cuff punctuation and frantically ride his endiess schizophrenic
sentences like a rodeo clown1 maybe,
just maybe (to repeat a woro for propagandie effectiveness) he INOuld find
out that perhaps he doesn't have so
very much to say after all, and maybe
an occasionalletter, a shout in the
night, and the space over a urinai
would satisfy h1s obviously frantic
desire to communicate emptiness.
So, here I am, writing a letter to the
Bard OJserver and nothing will come
of it and people will orooablv
laugh at me, but .... that's the way
it goes .... like the man said_. ... a!ld "]e
with a bad back and my g1rlfnend s
mad at me.
Sincerely,
Marty Hughes
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MODULAR
DORMS

cont. from page 1
2. LIVING UN IT: A number of building sxstems
employing a varietv of materials were invest1gated. -+1~--
The most promising appears to be a system of
prefabricated or sectionalized c~mponents that
are factory built, shipped bv traller, and then
assembled on the site. The basic companent
would be a two bedroom module measuring
12 feet (the maximum trailer width) by
approximately 28 teet. Bathrooms, hallways, and
stairs would comprise a second module and the
common room a third. These rrodules can have
completely prefinished interiars including all
meehanieal work. The rrodules are furthermore
readily adaptable to pole structural supports.
We have located two fabricator/suppliers who
have the capability of producing the building
un its.
a. Plan: Each building unit, as can be seen by
the accompanying preliminary plan, is made up
of eight bedrooms, three bathrooms and one comcommon room with kitchenette. (While it seems _ _.._
reasonable that the majority of the units be
eight bedroom units, further development of the
site plan might suggest the inciusian of a few six
bedroom units.) The bedroom unit is organized
on three levels to take advantage of the sloping
site, to provide additional privacv to four of
the eight bedrooms, and to allow the possibility
of making these units into apartments by eliminating the center partition.

1

2

3

While economy of fabrication suggests that the
bedroom modules be of similar dimensions, a
variety of fenestration and choice of room
arrangement can be achieved by the varying of an
external 'bay window' that is attached to the
module. We envision that the bedroom furnishing would be separate pieces with modutar dimensions to allow for a varietv of placements.
On the other hand we suggest that the furnishing of the common room be essentially built in,
with the dominant seatingarea a series of
carpeted and suchioned platforms. The common
room would also have a kitchenette unit, a table
with stools for eating and perhaps a freestanding
fireplace.
b. ~aterials: We have not attempted to make
a deta1led study of available finishes at this
stage however sorne of the finishes under
consideration are as follows:
--conventional 2 x 4 frame conwalls
struction with staggered studs
oetween rooms.
exterior skin--overlaid plywood
interior skin--overlaid plywood with spaces
joints for shelf standards and recessed hanging str ip at ceil ing. 2
replaceable 4' x 8' tack board/display panels per room.
ceilings
--5/8" fire rated gypsum board
doors
--solid core wood with weatherstripping 4 sides.

Sideview from south.

--carpet over plywood (generally)
with ceramic tile in kitchen and
ba th s.
--metal pan in fire rated enclosure.
stairs
e. Code Ppplication--Fire Safety: Although
the New York State building code is not entorceel
in Annandale and not very specific coneerning
student housing of this type, we have generally
followed what we consider to be the intent of
the code. In particular we are includiny a 3/4 hour
rated and enelased fire stair that exits directly to
the outside as one means of egress from the individual rooms, and an operable window exit a maximum of 16 teet above grade as the alternate means
of egress: No more than four 8 bedroom living
un its share common walls and the others are
separateel by a minirrum of 15 feet. We recommend
that a fire alarm system be integrated into the
un its.
d. Sound Control: To provide the maximum
sound control possible with this type of construction we propese to isolate wherever possible one
I iv in~ _space from another by use of staggered stud
part1t1ons. a nwoprene dampened floor/roof
system, sound retarding doors, carpeting, insulation and other acoustical control techniques. It
should be noted, however, that control of sound
transmission is toa large part determined by
building mass and due to this type of prefabricated construction, unreasonable noise levels
floors

cannot be cornpletely controlled.
3. MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
a. Heating: Radiant glass heating panels,
individual room thermostats, built into the
unit at factory. A budget estimate for the present scheme indicates an operating figure of
$300 per heating seasan per 8 student module.
(This budget assumes that the units will be
maintained at 50 degrees during the field period.)
b. Ventilating: All windows are operable.
Meehanieal ventilation will be provided for toilet
and kitchen areas.
e. Plumbing: Factory installed plastic supply
and ,_vaste lines. Molded fiberglass shower stalls
and countertop lavatories. lnternal connection
and site hook up by Bard College.
d. Electrical: Two electrical outlets per wall.
Lights built onto bottom shelt of shelving units.
lndividual units to be factory wired. Bard O:>llege
to do internal hook up and supply main service.

4. BUDGET
Fabricated Units
12 units @ 2100 sq. ft.
@ $11.25 sq. ft. ·
Foundations
poles, support beams,
bracing, etc.
cont. page 6

$283,000

28,000

Copyright, 1970 by
Eugene Schoenfeld, M.D.

Dear Dr. Schoenfeld:
Recently my 14 month old daughter got
ahold of some LSD tabs. The trip was
apparently too much for her because she
kept crying out in what seemed to be
terror.
My husband sat with her for the rrost
part because I fell apart seeing her like
that. In the end, the acid did wear off
and she slept that night and a good
part of the next d ay.
Since then she seems to be back to the
way she was before. She didn't flip
out for good and yet she is not the
youngest 'enlightened one' on earth.
She is just a little girl baby.
The reason I am writing: I expect this
same thing has happened and will happen
to others. I think it would be valuable
"ior any parent to know how to handie
a stoned child. I IJIK>uld suggest also
that the mother take a good strong
tranquilizer so as to make matters as calm
as possible.
ANSWER: Accidents and poisonings
are, by far, the greatest killers of
children in the United States. About

400 children between I and 4 years of
age die each year in this country
because parerits leave drugs or chemicals
within their reach.
Substances which most frequently cause
dangerous poisoning arelistedas
follows in Dr. Ben Spock's Baby a nd
Child Care (a book every mother should
own - Pocket Books - 95t):
'Aspirin and other drugs
Insect and rat poisons
Kerosene, gasoline, benzene and
cleaning fluids
Lead in paint that a child has chewed
off something (Most indoor paint and
toy paint contains no lead. The danger is
from outdoor paint on windowsills,
porches, etc., and from outdoor paint
that has been used at home to repaint
toys, cribs and other furniture.)
Liquid furniture and auto polish
Lye, alkalis used for cleaning drains,
bowls, ovens
Oil of wintergreen
Plant sprays.'
'LSD' tabs or caps nave been shown to
contain highly toxic substances such as
strychnine or belladonna. A 'stoned'
child should receive immediate
medical care.

At present, free clinics know best how
to handie this kind of accident. Some
people with drug problems won't go
to a general hospital for gear they'll
be turned in to the police. lf.people
avoid medical care for this reason, the
hospital is acting against the public
interest .
Be sure to teil your pediatrician or family
physician about this accident. But
don't become over-protective toward
your little girl. She'll most likely
be completely normal--it you keep
dangerous substances v.here she can't
get at them.
Dear Dr. Hip Pocrates:
In my school and l'm sure, many other
schools, we, the women, have been
indoctrinated to think we are the
'oll.eaker sex. We've been told that our
only place is in the home because that
is what our body was made for. I am
very curious to know, can a woman,
thru the same exercise as a man, attain
the same physical strength? Th is only
seems lagieal to me that this would
hold true. Free the woman of her talse
chains of weakness!

ANSWE R: Physical strength in both
sexes can be increased through exercise
but, in general, males have greater muscular strength. Women are stranger
in other ways, for example they tend
to live longer than men.
Most jobs today don't require brute
strength. Females wpuld be equally
represented in all professions if equal
opportunities existed and it woran
chose to enter these roles. On the
~ther hand, few jobs are as demanding,
lmporJant and rewarding as properly
caring for a house and childreri.
Many true biological differences besides
sexual characteristics distinguish men
from women. So what? Vive la
difference!

* * * * * * * * * * * * *
DEAR DR. HIP POCRATES isa collection of letters and answers published
by G-ove Press. 95t paperbound.

*************
Dr. Schoenfeld welcomes your letters.
Write to him c/o P. 0. Box 680
Tiburon, California 94920
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9join union
kline named pres.
Y~llOW

SPRINGS, 0., 2/6/70Nme colleges and universities have
bee.n selected for membership in the
Umon for Research and Ex~rimenta
tion in Higher Education (UREHE)
Their selection, announced today by
UREHE President Dr. Samuel
Baskin was approved at a recent
UREH~ board meeting. The seleetian
was made from. a group of about
twenty expressmg intarest in joining
the Union. The t>oard also approved
a change ;n the name of the group to
the Umon for exP.erimenting Colleges
and Universities (UECU).
At that meeting, the board also elected
Dr. Reamer Khne, president of Bard
College as chairman of the board of
the Union. Dr. Jerome Sachs president of Northeastern Iliinais ~tate
College, was elected vice chairman.
New members joining the Union are
the University of the Pacific, Stocktan, Calif.; the University of Massachusetts (School of Education); Staten
Island Community College, New
York City; Roger Williams College
'
Bristol •. R. 1;.( the University of
Minnesota; l..hicago State College;
Friends World Colleqe, Westbury
N. Y.,; Westminster College Fulton
Mo., and the University of Wisconsin
at Green Bay. The addition of the
nine new members brings to eighteen
the present membership of the Union.
Other members of the Union include
Antioch, Bard, Goddard Hofstra
University, loretto Heights, Monteith,
New College at Sarasota, Northeastern
lllinois State and Stephens.
The new members, like the original
ones; vary greatly m many ways
including location, size, and types of
P~99r!lms offered. J:iowever, all are
ahke m the1r comm1tment to continual
experimentation with new educational
ideas as a way of improving their educational programs. All have received
SQme d~ree of recpgn!tion for their
~~neermg efforts m h1gher education.
'nle i.nclusion 9f several lar~ univer~ltles m the Umon,' Dr. Baskin said,
represents an attempt to spread the
baSe of the Union so as to effect a
larger and more influential ~ment of
American higher education.'
Acceptance of these new nembers is a
first .step in the_projected development
of severalarea Centers for Research
and Experimentation. According to
Dr~ Baskin, the proposed plan would
create three or four centers at member
institutions. At each center an Area
Coordinator would bring toQether
representatives from both u-nion and
non~Union institutions to work on
pro~lems ~nd issues with special
i'P.Ievance to these institutions; it is

At its meeting in New York on
January 8, the Board of Trustees of
Bard College adopted a resolution
which provides that each year it will
seek to award at least one of the
honorary degrees given by the College
to an individual under forty. like
many other institutions, Bard's gu ide·
lines in the conferring of honorary degrees formerly included a statemant
that a minimum screening age of
forty be used, but since the College
has.long reeognized that young men
and women are capable of making
creative contributions to the intellectual, artistic and public life of this
nation, and since the faculty and
students of the College have been
unusually sensitive to emerging develorrnmts ineach of these areas, a
modification of this provision was
appropriate.
The propu:KII which was adopted
reads: It is proposed that each year
Bard College award one of its honorary degrees to an individual who
satisfies all the following criteria:
I. The individual shall be less than
forty years of age.
2. The individual shall have had a
significant influence on the contemporary intellectual, artistic, or public
life of the United States.
3. The individual shall show definite promise of making as gr~at or

e~~te_d th~t

different institutions
w1ll t1e-m wrth mare than one of the
area Centers, as topics of interest to
themare explored at the various
C~nters. f>.t ~ach Center, the cooperatmg mst_1tut1ons .would work closely
together m. the st1mulation, developmel)t, and lmple!Jlentation of change
proJects appropnate to the institut1ons
ne~s. The Central Office of the
Umon, located at Antioch College
Yellow Springs, Ohio, would ass1st' in
~he development and funding of proJ~t proposals .and continue to proVIde consult.at1on, coordination and
'
research ass1stance.
R~ent. and current programs of the
Umon mclude: .Pro1ect Chanqeover:
A three-year senes of summer workshops durinq which 100 colleqe professars from across the nation develope~ plans for innovativa courses
curnculum design, independent study
and other expenments m teaching· '
Field Study Centers: where stude'nts
and faculty are teamed together in a
number of off-campus settings in an
effort to deal with variaus problems
of human and ~cial needs; a propasai for an~ ktnd of undergraduate
college wh1ch would open its doors to
an age group from 16 to 60 and make
use of a network of both Union and
~n-Union institutions in encouraging
h1ghly individualized and flexible
programs of learning; and a Graduate
School ~f the Union: which would
be espec1ally adapted for those who
for various reasons are not able to
~ake US!! of the usual Ph. D. programs
m Amencan colleges and univers1ties.

As part of its efforts to eneourage
facultx and student oarticipation in
educat1onal reform, the Union r~ular
ly c,onducts student-faculty workShops
on ldeas for the College' makes use
~f facul:tv-student councils on
tnnovat1on and is presently developing
a student-faculty exctBnge program
and a program for Black I nterns.
!~~ Union also conceived and did

ll'_llttal planr:ting for ~H~NGE magaz.me, a leadmg publtcat1on on innovalive d~elopments in American higher
educatiOI) today, and is currently
undertak1ng a study on the student
~otest 111ovement under a Ford
Four:tdatto.n grant. The study, to be
publtshed m hook form, is elg)ected to
be completed by Jufle of 1970. James
Brann, for!'lerly ~1stant editor of
the Chr~mcle of H1gher Education is
Study D~reetor.
The Unior,t is supported by assessments ~n 1ts member institutions and
by out~1de grants. Its Governing
BOard IS m!J~e up of. th~ presideots
of the part1c1patmg mstttutions.

greatt=r contributions in the future.
Regarding the honorary degree, it is
also proposed that the Committee on
Honorary Oegrees of the Board of
Trustees solicit nominations from
individual Bard students as weil as
from the usual source$.
Although particular attention to the
significant contributions of younger
men and women has not been a part
of the. College's policy in conferring
honoräry degrees, it has sought over
the years to single out individuals who
best exemplified academic and social
philosophies of special value. In 1962
Bard was the first American college
or university to offer an honorary
degree to the late Dr. Martin luther
King, Jr.
Members of the Committee on
Honarary Oegrees, of the Bard College
Board of Trustees include William H.
Schmidt, Chairman, Senior Vice
President of Mutual of New York;
Horace W. B. Donegan, Protestant
Episcopal Bishop of New York;
Mrs. lee Gray of Pound Ridge, N.Y.;
Dr. James N. Rosenau, Professor of
Political Science and Chairman of the
New Brunswick Department of Political Science at Rutgers University;
and William F. Ru~t;& Senior Vice
·
President of Sylvari1a l:lectric
Products, Inc.

B I Chief Cites Value
Newspaper Carrier Training
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A Mes$8ge from the President•..

bard must grow
A college curriculum cannot stand
stiil when a world is changing. Or it
it does, the institution is in danger of
becoming an historic monument, an
anachronism.
All around us, we are seeing new
means of communication and expression, , new art forms, new technologies and directions of research and
investigation. Formerly disadvantaged and once prinitive peoples are
derranding 'a piece of the action'.
Society is adjusting itself to give scope
to these new forces, and the categories of knowledge are being redrawn and enlarged to accomodate
what is now being experienced.
All of this has its impact on the life
of a college. At Bard, for example
at the present time enlarged progr~ms
of study are being urged by students
or faculty or both in such areas as
anthroP?Iogy, a~ history, physics,
econom1cs, and m the cultural experience of black people. And there
is pressure for inaugurating new work
in film, and i~ non-~estern languages,
culture and h1story, m all of which
the College presently offers almost
no instruction.
~n~ in the non-curricular area, there
IS v1gorous advocacy of sendi ng the

drama department to perform in
london during Field Period,: and for

the launching of a Bard poetry magazine, and for enlarging student
~ices through such possible additlons as a dean of students, a F iel d
Period supervisor, or perhaps enlarged
psychiatric or counseling facilities.
ObViously, as they are given more
study, not all of these ideas will be
adjudged sound and right for Bard.
But some will almost certainly stand
up under critical examination, and
their implementation will probably be
urged with increasing fervor.
It is here that the size of the oollage
becomes an issue. A college should
not grow larger just to enjoy the
eco~omics of bigger-scale operation.
But tt should be large enough to includ
But it should be large enough to inelude the studies and prograrrs
neeessarv for a rich and full academic
life, and to attract and hold the
trained and creative people upon
whom its intellectual vigor must ultimately depend.
It is these forees of social and cultural
awareness and of expanding knowledge
which lie behind the current announcements of several SOO-student colleges
that f~r the decade of the 1970's they
are gomg to need to become 800 or
1,000 student colleges.
Reamer Kline

field period ends
The Bard College Winter Field Period
ends this week, and students return
to campus from jobs and research or
creative projects on February 24 with
elasses being resumed on the 26th.
This year about 25 students were
employed in the Library and in the
administratiye offiees at the College,
and some sc1ence students were involved in continuing experiments and
projects in the laboratories. But most
of the College's 650 students used the
~en-week period to tollow up special
mterests or to earn nDney, usually in
jobs related to their academic interests.
On their return to the campus they
will submit evaluative summaries of

their experience to the;r advisers, and
in the case of those who held jobs,
employers will be asked to report as
weil.
Three successtui Field Periods are
required for graduation from Bard,
but many different kinds of uses of the
time are possible. Some students
un~e~take a creative project--in writing,
pamtmg, or sculpture--while others
may use city libraries with specialized
~llections supplying source materials
for research papers. Students have
been employed on rragazines and
newspapers, in government offices, in
museums and laboratories, and often
too, at unskilled jobs in order to ear~
money for the samester ahead.

Would you let your daughter marry a
groundh~g? Or ... Returning to Bard,
once agam, tra-la, tra-la ...

CA TO F

Not too long ago, the groundhog came
out of his winter hole, paused briefly
to retleet on the events, looked to
the sky, as if waiting for so me sign, and
ventured out into the sunlight. Never
tearing for an instant, he scurried about,
dextrously avoiding his shadow, and
heralded in the coming of Spring.
This fact was du ly reported by every
major new~paper in the United States, and
the groundhog 's little excursion became
a matter of the official record.

it no longer even attempts to live up to
what it is supposed to be. It is too
difficult, one might even say impossible,
for the average student to find work in
the winter that relates in some meaninoful
way to whafhis academic interests
are. Thereis simply no one that will
hire you. Or else, one can simply
move in on friends in the East Village
and sell books in a shop for six weeks,
listening to the cash register go'pling!

Almost simultaneously hundreds of
Bard students scattered across the nation
'
singly or in pairs, began to put theri
affairs in order, pack their beaten suitcases, kiss mommy and daddy or the
laodlord goodbye, and started on the
long trek back to the hallowed halls of
~cademia (or Academe, if you read the
nght novels). In many respf!Cts, th is also
could be taken as a portent of the arrival
of Spring. This is not to say,though,
that Bard students are, or ever have been
related to groundhogs, but let it suffice '
to say that the symbolism is obvious.

TA lL S

For, in effett, field period is little mare
than our own particular brand of a hole
in the ground. Mind, it isa difficult
thing to condemn what many students
would give their eye teeth to have, the
winter off, visions.of Bermuda dancing
through their heads. But it strikes me that
field period has become a failure in that

lf the school is satisfied with that
alternative, which is really what one is
left wth, then fine. Pretend that it is
useful, forget about what happened in
the winter, and settle back into the
daily hand to mouth existence of
Bard. The point is that the school
shouldn't be satisfied, and should
attempt to rectify the situation. For
exarnple, Antioch keeps a book of job
listings as thick as an interpreter' s
Bible, to which the students can refer
during the fall, a point from which
they can start to look for a job that truly
interests them. I do not mean to say that
Bard should lead its students gently by
the nose, point out their employer
for them, pat thermn the back and say,
'go to it'. Rather, I teel that some kind
of job pool should be set up, from
which the students can pick and choose
and hopefully find a situation within
which they can be productive.
Of course, you can ignore all this if
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you decided to work individually on
a creative project. In my experience,
which granted is somewhat limited,
I 've seen that most creative projects
are four weeks of lethargy and two
of frenzied production of frenzied
literature. I was once told that
writing sirrply for one's own ·self was
the most egotistical thing on earth.
I suppase the same goes for the other
art forms. lf one who supposedly
has some artistic talent is permitted
to embark on a creative project let him
show not only what he has produced,
but how it has been extended to the
rest of the world. Here is where the
school would help, by providing, and
aiding with the channels into the
literary or artistic world. Of course
this presupposes a certain interest
in the student by the teacher to whom
he is reporting, which may or may
not exist. But it seems to me that
if the professor isn't interested in
W'lat the student did in the first
place, then we might as weil just
pack up and go back home...

Bard isa pleasant place in the Spring.
I can almost hear the happy sound
of tennis balls, and music coming from
Stone Row. There is much to look
forward to, even the sight of twenty
or so cop cars outside of Manor at
five in the morning But Iike all thingss
that will come and go, assurning no one
is !\Cared of their O\Ml shadow...

Prof answers question: 'What's Good About Bard?'

PETER SKIFF SELLS BARD
l've been selling Bard recently, being
that we're hiring, and so I've been trying
to convince people to take a job here
and, I mean, clearly the best thing along
at Bard is the students but that's sort
of obvious. As they're not part of
the system, they're just--that's what's
here. lf you're thinking of an element
in terms of the thing about Bard that
makes it as a system good it would be
the --what l've been selling is the
autonomy. What I mea1 by that is the
lack of adninistrat ive restriction,
particularly on your ideas. l'm not
claiming that Bard is the least bureaucratic place conceivable but certainly the
level of affective bureaucracy that, at
least in this division, thelack of affective
bureaucracy is remarkable.
And so this pretty weil allows me and
my colleagues, for that matter, to do
our thing the way we think it ought to
be done. The frustrating thing about
teaching at an organized institution
like the state university level where I
have taught is that there's some
a priori notian in the rrinds of somellt{thical departmen t chairman about
the way things ought to be and your
job there as a teacher is to carry on the
grand tradition and to insure the rightness of the world and to make things
explicitly the way they implicitly
ought to be.
lt's very much the case here, at least
in my circumstance, that I am pretty
weil allowed to realize my own concept
of what's plausible and carry it out.
l'm not totally free to do anything I
want administratively but to the extent
that's the most attractive part. When I
think of leaving, which I often do and I
think everybody here often does, the
thing that keeps me from leaving is the
awareness that no matter how bad
things are getting around here they're
stiil administratively superior to most
other institutions. But that doesn't
make very good print in a newspaper.

The philosophie question is what things
are present that make it worth doing
rather than out shooting pool or
writing books or whatever other things
you're inclined to do. I do know that
I don't like to not be in the teaching
business. I don't Iike these field
periods for instance, not being around
campus.
That's why I work here in the field
periods. In fact, I sometimes think
that we ought to have one, you know,
four years of field periods because we
get tremendou s amounts done here.
lt's not the free time. There's plenty of
time to do evervthinQ. Aqain. it's the
absence of something. lt's the absence
of a bunch of people tell1hg us what
ought to be done and time enough to
dowhat we have the inclinatinn to do.
What we have the inclination todo is
to study, and to do research, and to rap,
and to generally keep busy doing things,
at a much mare intensive level than we
do during a semester.
lt's regrettable that we often, in this
office at least, found ourselves having to
break up conferences and conversations,
intensive conversations in academic
rnatters, in order to go to class. Then
we sort of tolerate class for an hour or
two and then come back and get back
to the subject that were at hand.
Certainly in terms of standlrd academic
topics, four or five times as rruch
material is assimilated in and pondered
informally than formally. In my
academic experience situations like this
occur randomly ancl memorably. Most
professars and most students in retrospect will talk about the informal times
in which they became stunulated and got
involved in some subject. So I think it's
relatively accidental.

Now, the reason the field period is,
around here on campus, _as I suppase
superior is there's sirrply more opportunity for such aecideots to occur.
that
The groovey thing about Bard is
Whereas in the regular academic program
you can do your own thing. I suppase
one has the illusion that you're doing
l'm much more articulate about the
somthing useful and one has the feeling
up
think
can
I
Bard.
about
dismal things
that whenever you get into any academic
all sorts of God awful things to say.
subject you're somehow using up or
What the great thing about Bard is ...
consurning your thinking time illegtil'm stiil thinking in terms of negative
mately and thereful you ought to stop
at
absent
are
that
things,the things
before you actually read a book that
Bard which work, like the administrative
you didn't have to read and theretare
restrictions for one, like a student body
committed to 1930 American pragmatism, loose one book point toward getting
aC in Ancient Dendrology. Really, in
you know, depressian style buck-making
the totallv noncoercive environment we
and fitting in somewhere. These things
work very, very effectlvely.
are absent and that makes it a nice place
to VIDrk.

My colleagues, I think. would be terrified of that because if you generalize
on that notian for a minute on it you
get to the Summerhill concept or the
Antioch concept of old. And then why
don't we just eliminate elasses. l've
been saying that sort of quizically for
years. As far as I can see in ny own
experience the classes, particularly at
Bard, while not totally empty and
while often stimulating , are among the
most inefficient ways for people to
become engaged in a subject I 've ever
seen.

Again, comparatively--comparing Bard
to some other places I 've taught, some
lesser I ibera I arts colleges, the elasses
are superior but it's stiil a very ineffective
way to do things. I think the reasan
my colleagues would not agree to that
proposition; those who don't, some do,
but those who don't,woul dn't agree with
that propositian (a) because if elasses are
not irrelevent but extremely inefficient
ways of bei ng intellectually stimulated,
then clearly my colleagues are inefficient
men. And since efficiency is the noblest
virtue of the mid-20th century, next to
bei ng wealthy, clearly they would be
unvirtuous. No one likes to conceive of
hirrself as being virtuous.
The (b)--if there was an (a) somewhere
back there--my colleagues would not buy
that because of the notian flowing
around this college (I guess it' s stiil a
notion of efficiency) that the notian
that if we were to allow people mare
free time something bad would happen·something ghastly would occur, just
horrible. People might actually not do
anything. People can't not do anything.
I mean I guess they could die and they'd
at least decay and that's something.
But somehow the terror arises th~t
people goof off and lay around. Anyway
I got off on the rap on a subject l'm
really interested in and that is my
colleagues objection to the notion even
considering any other form of education
beside the classroom. In sorre instances
the classroom is equal to the authoritarian lecture. l'm a lecturer myself so I
should haller. But you see that again
gets me into the question of what's
wrong with Bard, not a single element
here that is most valid and I think,
cometo think of it, that in that
perspective the thing that is here that is
most valid is the potential or even the
realizability that or the plausibility of
the notian that it could be true at Bard,
that one could be effectively involved •
intellectually, socially, and aestheti- '
cally, intensively involved in stimulating

(even if they be traditional) aesthetic
and intellectual pursuits, in the
absence of some great bureaucrati c railroad track and punchcard that gave us
instructions on how to breath, eat, sleep,
what to think, and when to think it. I
do believe that the students at Bard, for
whatever reason, self selection, magic,
love, or jsut ego, that the students at
Bard by and large would easily prosper
in an unstructure d environment. In
so far as our environme nt is unstructure d
and the students do not prosper,
I don't consider that fact evidence of the
fact that the students are not motivated
so are simply distracted by this pseudocurriculum that keeps going around here.
In private conversations with my associ·
ates I continually stumble across the
following kind of dialogue. I ask them
questions like, 'Weil, if you were free
to do a course or subject the way you
really wanted to, how would you
procede?' And I generally get a
discourse on what usually sounds like
very attractive pursuits, historieal or
thealagieal or artistic endeavors that
the faculty would like to take some
students upon. And I get real excited
and I say 'Boy, that sounds great!
Boy, just the whole concept of correlating 20th century nudes and nathemat,ical relationships between American
social problems in the Revolution by
nonverbal tactics, sounds absolutely
exciting. Why don't you do that?'
pointing out to thern the fact that there's
no real administrat ion around here that
would prevent that sort of th ing.
Their reaction is 'Why, I can't. l'm
too busy teaching my courses.' This
untortunat e mythology of rastriction
that is this pseudo-stru cture I speak of
this pseudo-curriculum exists not in '
the minds of some top desk administration but I guess in the hangups in the
faculty themselves and our unconsciou s
acceptance of the myth that if you don't
do it, and get a grade for it, and write a
paper for it, you obviously haven't
done anything worth while.
I mean, I don't care if you're happy,
it you become famous, if you become
rich. You are considered by the world
and yourself to be the most magnificen t
person that ever did the whatever thing
you're doing. It is not legitimate and it
is take unless, of course, it was done
with the proper grades, examinatio ns,
and degrees. Of course, nobody would
admit to this. I can see that reaction
coming in all of us who have been trained

contd. page 8
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MODULAR DORMS

Field Erection of Fabricated Units 4,000
Site Utilities
lnstatlation and hook up by
B&G dept.
lncluding: electric service,
sewage, water, storm drainage,
site lighting fire alarm
(attowa'nce)
35,000
Site Work
Ctearing, grading, paving,
and tandscaping
32,000
(attowance)
Furnishings
(atlowance)
45,000
Subtotaled
Contingency and other
expenses@ 15%

427,500

Total Project Budget

491,000

64,000

5. PROPOSED PROJECT SCHEDULE
February 16
April 15
May I
June I
July I
August I

September I
September 9

approval received to conti········· nue design
architectual drawings complet
········· complete
shop drawings complete:
········· site preparation begins
········· placement of poles, bracing
···~·····and platform begins:
meehanieal trenching begins
········· living unit installation begins
·········living unit installation com········· plete: interior finishings
meehanieal hook up, mis········· cetlaneous adjustments continue
......... furnish ing installation begins
work comolete
......... occupancy

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
Based on the preceeding analysis it is our
opinion that the concept of a six to eight student
living unit is valid and can be sucessfutty implemented at Bard Cotlege. It would seemtomeet
all major requirements with respeet to site
utilization, livability, costs and schedule.

Second story floor plan and social room.

As part of a further development and refinement
of this concept we would prepare alrger seate
and more detailed drawings as welt as seate
modets of the un its for review by the college.
During fabrication, the initial unit could be
inspected and minor modifications made. It does
not, however, seem practical to errect one
complete- prototype on the site and stiil meet
the proposed construction schedule for the entire
project.

ANTIOCB:A PERSONAL VIEW
by Geoff Cahoon

We arrived at Antioch (in scenic
Yellow Springs, Ohio) at three
o'clock in the rrorning after driving
through an ice storm that had only
served to make unbearable a miserable
18 hour drive from Bard. Barry knevr
some people there, Richard k,;ew
some people there, I didn't but that
didn't make much difference at three
in the morning. Someone wondered
out of the building we were parked
in front of and we quickly asked here
it she knew a place where we coutd
crash. Apparently not much surprised
at being asked such a question at
three a.m. she directed us to North
Hall and its social rooms. Barely
conscious we staggered in, watched
Barry disappear and settfed down to
get some sleep.
Awakening the next morning the
first thing we noticed was that the
social roomwas in even worse shape
than rrost of Stone Row. I staggered
over to the window just in time to
watch a sheet of ice cascade off the
steeply pitched root of Antioch Hall,
a building nearby constructed in the
mid-nineteenth century that Frank
Lloyd Wright compared to an upside
down Victorian pool table. I mpressed
at last my senses began the long
struggle to consciousness and we
wandered over to Nan Rubin's room
in one of their new dormitories. Like
most of Antioch's new construction
it resembled a motel architect's idea
of a college dorm, but it did have the
saving grace of being somewhat small.
Finally finding her room (someone
at Antioch thought it would be

charming to have each of the floors
of the dorms ealfed a different name
leading to confusion on our part) we'
finally found Nan.
An Antioch veteran, she has managed
to become involved in all sorts of campus politics including membership on
some of the Community Government's
sub-committees. Later over some much
needed food at the cafeteria (run by
Saga, and while the building is more
pleasantly designed than Dining
Commons, the food is worse) we talked
about Antioch and her reactions to it.

Antioch. And all this would, of course,
use up a hell of a lot of money, hence the
bone of contention. Aias, aias, poor,
poor Antioch.

After this discussion of Antioch's
underfunding we \1\andered over to
see the new classroom building (a
very welt designed building that
succeeded in being visually stimulating
and effic:;iently layed out, as welt as
incorporating a closed circuit TV system that hooked up toa studio in the
Library). The TV studio was our next
stop. It possesses four remotely
controlled cameras mounted in the
From our conversation it would seem
studio, two·portable cameras (which
that while Antioch is doing a hell of a
apparently don't work on any regular
lot of things, they are wldfy overexbasis) as vvell as a portable video tape
tended. Money (root of all evil, remem- recorder and facilities for recording
ber that) isa chronic problem. W.ire
on % inch and 2 inch tape (by now
Antioch has more than Bard, it is using
I was drooling). The studio has apit up nuch faster. Of major interest to
parently been used rmstly for 'educaNan was a program initiated last year,
tional' purposes, i.e., recording disapparently practically unbeknownst to
cussion groups and lectures, but is now
the student body, that had Antioch
beginning to be used for other purhelp in the establishment of another
po.ses as welt. After this media shock
college in Maryland, to be ealfed Antioch we wandered over to the Art DepartColumbia. The project was tunded by
ment to see about the film situation
a (to me) unmentioned Large
at Antioch. We had already met one
Financial Source who wanted to try out
person who told us that the Film
some educationat ideas. However the
Department was completely fucked
upstarf of all this was that Antioch reup, and we now met a chick who told
cently received aset of plans from this
us it was in fine shape and that her
plac_e that outlined a great expansion of
boyfriend was sort of in charge.- Then
Ant1och across the country with campus- another cat came down the hall that
es all over the greensward. This woutd
said he was in charge. When asked
of course be coupled with another plan
about equipment he told us that they
to expand the campus ealfed 'University
only had four Bolex's and an
Without Walls', yet another plan that
Arriflex S, a Moviola editor and a
would practically eliminate the main cam- Moviescop viewer and miseelianeaus
pus as the center of academic work at

other stuff. He was most unhappy at
the lack of equipment considering two
of the Bolex's had been ripped off in
the last two weeks. There had been a
teacher that had apparently gotten film
going at Antioch but after his death
last Spring in a car accident the college
had quickly gotten another film instructor only to have him turn out to be a
dud. As near as I could gather, laeking a
guru to gather around the film people
had merrily fallen oneach others' necks.
However there are films being produced
there, mostly by peopte· who happen to
have money as welt as a desire to make
film. The college has not been over
generous to the film freaks although
they gave $3,000 to a person to make
a half hour gangster film to the puzzlement of many that we talked to.
By now my general impressian of
Antioch was a place where a hell of a
lot of people were trying to do things
but few were really getting it done. I
had been listening carefully and had
heard mention of a class once, and of a
teacher twice. Was th is the st range
seeret of that academic pardise in Ohio
was it simply that everyone ignored th~
para-structure of classes? Apparently
yes, but it turned out that not everyone
did this.
We broke off from our exploration of
Antioch to find Barry, a task we found
impossible. However loW wound up
at the place he had crashed the
night before where I was first asked if
I smoked dope, then asked it I would
contd. page 7
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ANTIOCH
from page 6
mind answering questions about it
and then asked if I wanted to get
stoned while answering these questions. As a consequence I wound up
zonked, trying to answer questions
like: 'Oo you smoke marijuanaas
a political action?' Now how do you
answer a question like that? Strange
ducks IIIBndering around Antioch, I
said to myself. By now I was beginning to teel as if I were back at Bard.

After more adventures, such as an
expedition to the ColumbusVandalia Municipal Airport we got
some sleep.
Around mid-morning I regained consciousness to hear Richard teil me
of his plans to teave Antioch at high
noon. leaving a note for Barry
telli ng him to meet us at the Student
Union Building, we wandered off for
another thrilling day's adventures.
While Richard decided to go off on
his adventures I wandered around to
play Observer reporterand discover
things about Antioch. In my travels
I picked up a weekly Svaha. A
'Svaha' (for those few who haven't
run across the word before) is the
period between the flash of lightning
and the sound of the thunderclap.
At Antioch it is also the title of their
communications network. Here they
have an office that has all pertinent
Antioch information, as welt as an
N' ticker (whose information is
posted on a bulletin board in the
SU) and is the site of publication of
a weekly newsletter ealfed Svaha that
lists everything that goes on at
Antioch induding lectures and films
(films are an enormous part of
Antioch life with two separate campus film programs and a theater in
Yellow Springs that caters to the
students and runs two recent films
per week.)
Further 11\Bnderings around the
Student Union revealed a radio station
and a weekly newspaper (which varies
from a gossip sheet toa scandal rag
depending on who's running it that
semester). D:>wnstairs I browsed
through their bookstore, which runs
everything at a discount and has a
complete inventory of fiction and
non-fiction books (including a
section entitled simply 'Dirty Books')
as welt as records and other amusing
junk. Across the hall from the
bookstore was the cafeteria and
sensing a message of distress from my
sternach I headed in there. Once in
there I decided to talkto sorne of the
inmates and got some interesting
opinions on Antioch.
One person I talked to wanted to eliminate the Administration and turn
the place into a true community of
scholars by having everyone work
half a day at running the place and
work the other half at fearning from
ATROCITIES AREN'T WHAT llifY
USED TO BE. WE NAZIS KNEW

EVERY VICfiM. SOMETIME.S
WE TORTUREO THEM FOR
MONn-tS BEFORE WE GASSED

lttEM. THERE's NO SUBSTITUTE fOR OlD-F"-SHIONED
GERMAN CAAFTSMANSHIP!

one another. Others were more satisfied with the present structure of
Antioch citing its almost complete
freedom. They did however add
that this freedom gave them little
guidance by which they could gauge
the success of their endeavors.
Stiil another 11\Bs interested in the
way that the lack of money served
to keep the faculty aware of what
each other was funding.
Most mentioned the lack of continuity in student efforts due to the
fact that a student project is no
sooner started than most of those
interested in it are on their way to
jobs outside of Antioch. They have
a 'Field Period' that isalmost twice
as long as ours at Bard but they all
cite the need for longer periods at
work outside of Antioch as weil as
longer periods of study, the most
often cited solution for this problem
was the 'trimester' system which
seems likely of eventual adoption.
Almost all, however, seemed to think
that as an institution of 'Higher
Education' Antioch worked, that is
it allowed its students to get whatever they wanted out of it, although
they added that it took a bit of
struggle to get it.
There are a lot of things happening
at Antioch, but there seem to be so
many of them that no one seems to
have an overview of what it's all
about. Each person has molded his
own version of Antioch and because
of the high degree of individual
styles at a self-seleetiva place such as
Antioch these different versions
overlap on an only irregular basis. The
freedonmentioned above also seems
to give many there the impressian
that they aren't really fearning anything, but most seemed resigned to
that and are convinced in their heart
of hearts that they rTUst be fearning
something. Some concentrate on the
traditional academic subjects and
aecept the parastructure of classes,
others use the freedom to the utmost (perhaps abuse it?) and use the
five years at Antioch as a means of
escape. lf one made a long concentrated effort, perhaps one could figure
it all out, I confess that I couldn't
in the brief time I was there. These
have been impressions, if you really
want to find out what Antioch is all
about, don't read things about it, go
there and do it.
After thirty-six hours there, the last
three spent looking for Barry,
Richard and I split for Bard,
where we arrived at sunrise, sensing
that we had been on an odessy, but
not quite sure we had found what
we had been looking for.

1liOSE CARELESS IlMERICANS
DPOP BOM8S -'NO NAPALI'o\ ON
ANYTHING. EVEN ll-IEIR OWN
TruX>P5! SLOWY.' AND IT
TAKES lHEM NEARI.Y 2. YEAAS
TO GET THEIR A.TROCITY
PHOiOS INTO PRINT. SUCH
INEFFICIENCY.' DISGUSTING,I

RUBIN REACTS
TO PRISON TERM
[CPS) --(Editor's note: the following
'was Jerry Rubin's initial reaction to
receivmg tne prest1g1ous tederal
indictment for his part in the 1968
National r:Rmocratic Convention.)
This is the greatest honor of my life.
It is with sincere humility that I
aecept this federal indictment. It is
the fulfillment of years of childhood
dreams, climaxing years of hard work
and fun ...
I realize the competition was fierce,
and I congratulate the thousands Vlho
came to Chicago. I hope that I am
worthy of this great indictment, the
Academy Award of protest ...
'Supernatural' is the only way to
describe the anti-riot law.
Congress passed it as a warning to the
game of football. Fans who cross
state lines, and then tear down the
goalposts, are subject to arrest.
The crime is not in the act, but your
INTENT at the moment of crossing
state lines. It is against the law to
think bad thoughts while crossing a
state fine.

THEY HAVE NO OISCIPLINEJ
I PERSONALLY STOOD &HIND
EVERY ATROCITY. AMERICANS
OONT EVEN KNOW WHO GIVES
THE OROE~/ THE.Y BLAME
THE LOWEST AANI<.ING OFFICER,
/16 IF IT WAS SOMETHINE!
TO BE ÄSHAMED OF.

THEY HAVE LOTS OF EXPENSIVE NEW WI:APONS, BUT
THEY OONT KILL AS MANY
CIVILIANS AS WE DID WITH
OUR OL..D EQUIPMENT. WHAT
WE C.OULD HAVE OONE WITH

You can even break this law in your
own home! A telephone call to some
someone in another state is enough.
Or a letter. Or an interview on radio/
TV which is breadeast from one
state toanother ...
You do not even have to be at the
riot itself. You can jet-plane into a
town, give a speech, and then jet
10,000 miles away. lf a riottakes
place after your speech, no matter
where you are, you are guilty of
'causing' it ...
These indictments are the responsibility of Richard Nixon. They were
delayed for weeks waiting specific
and personal approval from the White
House.
They represent a bald attempt by
the governm:ent to try to use
punishment to stop demonstrations.
The United States government thus
repeats a elassie error of all dying
elltires: under-rating the bravery of
her youth.
The m~ior result of these indictrrumts
witt be to excite every young kid
across the country to VI.Eint to cross
state lines and become a 'rioter'
by the tirre he is a teenager.

THEIR HARDWAAE! IT's

OH WELL, PERHAPS I.'M TOO
SEVERE. THEY'RE I.EARNING.

INSPIRING TO THINK OF.

ll1ERE'S HOPE FOR. TliEM '1ET.
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SKIFF SELLS BARD
in the academy because when we're out
looking for a colleague, when we're
out hiring, we say at Bard that the Ph.D.
is not a prime requirement for teaching
at Bard. The prime requirement is
talent. And the next thing we say, and
we've got about four candidates for a
job: one's got a Ph.D. from Hopkins,
another guy's got a Ph.D. from Harvard,
and here's two from Oxford. This
happens all over academia, you know.
lt's an occupational hazard.

So from that point of view, andagain
l'm speaking of negative aspeets of the
Bard culture, but it leads me in terms
of what is good at Bard or what is the
nice thing about it. It leaves me to say
the faculty is not one of the good
things about Bard; the faculty are admirable men, highly qualified. No, they
are neither admirable men nor highly
Qualified. The faculty would not be one
of my candidates for the positive element
at Bard. The students per se would be
in so far as they are reflective in my faith
that they are active, interesting people
rather than passive, agreeable people.
I don't respond to the campus physically
or administratively in any particular
posit iv e way. The positive element at
Bard is my own experience and my own
positive experiences. And those have
been almost entirely in very active, not
physically but mentally active, exchanges and encounters with students
and on occasion with a colleague,
rarely, but on some occasions I find my
colleagues communicative in terms other
than saiarv raises and housing requirements. Seldom, but it happens. But my
own positive experiences are in the
laboratory where, weil, when things
aren't going weil it's a lot of fun--and
when things are going weil it's a lot of
fun. I n the classroom to some extent
Ihavea lot of fun. And they have been
exciting, less so, I think, than the tines
between elasses in the office. And the
pay is good.

The administration actually doesn't.
exist--in a sense that people think of it.
l've talked to several people about this.
Nobody will helieve it but I assert that
within relatively vague and wide timits
we can do many, many kinds of things.
We, I mean, as a community, can do
many, many kinds of things that we now
do not do Vlhich would promote the
aims of some of us. One of the reasons
we don't get so active is that we have so
many different goats and another one of
our problems is possibly, I say that-I
suddently wonder if goals is retevent in
the first place--but that's not the question . .!'Jow everybody certainly has
different styles, ret's $ay r ahi:f that we
can't quite get together on our style of
enterprise and consequently people here
have a terrible tendency to be isolated.
It is not among my more positive experiences here. The private work that
I have done, the private reading that I
have done by myself, although it is
neeessarv, it is not been my most
positive experience not the discoveries
I have made in research and in reading.
Jt has been the communication of these
two other people and I think that if I
didn't have the college, the students, I

wouldn't do the work. l'm not that
motivated.

But anyway, in terms of the potential
of change, in a very obvious sense the
college as a whole, its image can be
changed, its activities can he changed,
its structure can be changed, by the studer
students or by an individual student or
an individual faculty. But more than
that it' sa kind of place where the
individual himself can change. l'm
generally known to be of the opinion
that it makes no difference in the inner
life of the human being whether he
goes to college or not. That college is
not an affeetive experience ('Using
affective in its top sociological sense)
I think the Bard experience can be
affective, that there is potential here
for a person to come here (a teacher,
a student, an administrator, or a ballplayer or whatever he is) and to engage
in a situation and walk away from it
with a literal feeling that he's heen
through some kind of experience which
has changed his outlook and his values.
Now that may sound like a slogan that
corres out in a catalog. It means something to me when I say it because I
normally don't helieve that's the case.
I don't helieve in catalogs and I don't
helieve in those kind of slogans. l'm
hysterical whenever a sociologist proves
that college isa waste of time or
elasses don't mean a darn thiRg or it
doesn't matter how many books you
read. I have some studies of my own that
show there's no correlation between
the students who read a book and the
students who knew what was in it. In
fact 1 '!erv ofteflthe people who didn't
read the book knew more about the
book than the people who did. And
it's ideas like that l'm not normally
sympathetic to, to the concept of the
affeet of an activity on your inner
states of being but I think the Bard
experience has the potential. It has
the potential, I suppose, by its virtue
of its relative lack of structure. The
pseudo-curriculum is stiil a nuisance,
and a distraction more than a nuisance
I suppose, but there stiil is the opportunity for human encounters that
make change. Now, why Bard? lf I
was at Haverford would I have said that
or if I was at Columbia? Why should
I sav that about Bard? Bard has these
wonderful qualities and Haverford
doesn't. The student body thinks of
itself as distinctly different but·l dcm't
think it is. I used to teach at Marist
and Dutchess County Community
College. I taught philosophy down
there last summer. You know, they're
people too and they have maybe a
different image of themselves than some
of the Bard students do but in terms of
capacity and potential I don't find
them any different. The institutions
have a different administration but in
terms of potential there's no objeetive
reason why they're different. I think
the element that makes Bard unique
is, helieve it or not, is its size. That's
one of the elements, in fact, the fact
that it is small. That's disappointing.
One would I ike to think it's because it's
nirvana or because it's some wonderful
place or mayhe it's in the atmosphere.
But its size, for one thing, allows or
forces, in fact, people together.

contd. from page 5

The second element is its high proportian of excited people for a group
this small. You could take 700-800
people at random off the streets of
New York and put them up in D~tchess
County in some nice buildings and turn
them loose. And I wouldn't expect
them of having such a productive time
as Bard students were, simply because
the occurence of initiators, catalysts, is
not quite so high as it is in this
community. This is partly due to a
minority of the facultv who are stiil
actively, enthusiasticly involved in
something particularly their own fields,
and a minority of the students who
didn't neeessarily have any goals, as I
said before, but who beeame interested in things; photography, literature,
experirrental physics, whatever. So we
have a high density of catalysts anda
small enough population so that any
wave isn't damped by its contacts.
So that there's this potential here of
excitement. I have the feeling that
any day now one of my students is
going to develop what might be called
ideas which might literally last as
longas some of the world's great ideas.
I feel that it's possible that out of this
context, may grow ideas and events
meaningful in the world. Of course
I don't have that feeling over at
Dutchess and I don't have that feeling
when I'mdown at New Paltz. I would
feel surprised if someone won the
Nohel Prize or someone was somehow
acknowledged by the world as a
whole as having made a contribution.
But I would find that more or less
plausivle if it happened at Bard--again,
not among the faculty, but among the
students. I don't think the faculty as a
whole at least have that rruch potential. I'm really bei ng unusually influencial, but I certainly see the students as

just having all sorts of things going on in
their headsandin their lives, that they
might take advantage of.
I think the faculty is pretty irrelevent
to the situation. Sirrilar situations
exist on other campuses, mostly
graduate students--although a lot of them
are tied up v.ith establishrrents. You
could replace this faculty by an average
random faculty at Mictigan State and
you would tower the density of bright
and exciting people but you wouldn't
have that much impact on the community. I think the faculty and the courses
by and large have very little to do with
the excitement on this campus. Let's
put it this way: You could take Michigan State's faculty or a portion of it,
put it here, and not make much change.
You could take this student body
and drop them at Michigan State and
you would see a radical change at
Michigan State. This student body
is uniquely shaped by this environment.
But I think the environment is an environemtn of their own, largely their own
making. Now, thisisa generalization.

Clearly there are faculty members who
I teel do make a lot of difference and of
course there are memhers of the
administration who I teel make a
fantastic difference. But there would
beat Michigan State and there would
beat Harvard. I think the student
body is unique, not absolutetv unique.
I think you could find a similar student
body at some of the other colleges of
our repute, possibly Reed, Antioch,
mavbe New Colle~e. I visited those
places. I'm not as fond of them as this
place but of course l'm prejudecea.
Weil, that's sort of my advertisement
for Bard.

LIBRARY STAFF
VACANCY FILLED
New to the Hoffman Memorial
library staff this senester is Mr. Barend
J. Toeriens who will be taking over
Mr. Oxley s duties as Readers'
Services Ubrarian.
Mr. Toerien was born and has lived
most of his life in South Africa. He
attended the University of Cape
Town School of Librarianship. Most
recently Toerien was Chief of the
Documents Departments at the
library at SUNY in Albany. Prior to
1968, he was associated with the UN,
representing it at various publication
conferences in the U.S. and Africa;
as Chief of the Reterenee and Documentation unit of the UN lndustrial
Development Organization; and for
nearly 12 years, as African Specialist
at the UN Dag Harrmarskjold Library.

He also leetured for a year at Cape
Town University School of Librarianship.
Mr. Toerien is proficient in English,
Afrikaans, French, German, and
Dutch, and has some knowledge of
Norwegian and Russian. He is not
only a librarian and a linguist, but a
poet. He has published two books of
verse in Afrikaans, and has several
poems in anthologies and South
African literary journals.

sat. & sun. at

.'""__..~-h-1~:-.L...L".L-~ 2,4,6,8, 10

busto bard
Two separate bus companies reeently
announced expansion of their services to the Bard area. Trailways,
which reeently gained control of
the Empire Bus Unes route between
Poughkeepsie and A!d Hook, has
stated that due to the neeessity
of their bringing two buses over
the Kingston-Rhinecliff bridge in
the morning andreturning them
in the evening, they might establish a bus line going into Kingston
each day.
Although Trailways is the only
bus company currently serving
western Outchess County this
situation would apparently
change if the Short Line Com-

pany gains permission from the
Public Service commission to
initiate a new route that would
extend from Bard to Poughkeepsie. The Short Une has announeeet
that if permission is reeeived, the
new line would service all points
hetween the college and Poughkeepsie on routes 9, 199, and 9G.
There is no irrmediate expansion
of routes planned by Trailways,
and no tine has been set for the
initiation of trans-bridge service,
but the company would undoubtedly be interested in reeeiving
encouragement from potential
customers.

NOWthru
March 3
Cactus Flower starts March 4

FUNNYGIRL

NOW thru March 3
Barbra Streisand and Omar Sharif
weekdays at 1:30 & 8:30
sat. & sun. at 2:30,5:30,8:30
COMMUNITY 33.1-1613
. Dowf!_h_!!!_~~!!" starts March 4
· Robert Redford and Gene Hackman

·.
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KRASSNERINTERVIEWsDYLAN
DR DDES HE?

(I bad originally intanded to use this interview for the
tenth annual edition of The Realist, but . after eleven
yaars of The Realist, I don't think thereis going to be a
tenth. annual edition. When I started, there was a gap in
journalism big enough for a dozen magazines, but now
with everything from Playboy to Life advocating liberalized abortion Jaws and. the Surgeon General saying he'd
rather have his daughter on pot than bourbon, I don't
think even one is necessary. Who put the Real in the
Realist-a-list-a-list? Besides, I'm tired. So I 've decided
to give up the editing business and work on my novel
(you should have guessed) and possibly take up banjo.
Sie Transit Euphoria, Grundy. Besides, I'm not sure I'd
want this particular interview in my magazine-- better to
leave the regular subscriber's image of me intact. Since
this interview originally took place in Walter Bowart 's
apartment, using his tape raeorder, and since he went to
all the trouble of arranging it (it's easier for Ian Paisley
to get an ·audience with the Pope than for anybody to
get hold of Dylan) l've decided to let him print it.
K: I'm not sure what to say.• .I feel as if I was about to
silck off an elephant or sc>mething. What 's a good interviewer question?
D: Well, they usually start off with my health and then
ask questions about, that until they're tired, and then
they go home. They seem to get tired faster Jately, I
don't know- maybe they're worried about their health ...
because there's a lot of it gomg around lately ... A lot of
heal th. Most of it bad...
.K: Their mental health?
D: Well, you know, they're connected. Your health and
mine are too, during this interview at least. I don 't lmow
about afterward, but during this interview your mind
effects.• .my body.
K:. Wby not the other way around. Your mind and~
body?
D: I don't know, man, I just didn't thiDk it was important .. .now if we were in love or something...
K: (laughter) Yeah, I can imagine the children...
D: Tberewouldn'thaveto beanychüdren, unlessyou're
a Catholic or iomething.•. uniess you believe in something
and you don't, do you? Belleve in something?
K : Oh, I suppose everybody has to beliet"e in something.
I 'm not a Catholic though- just the opposite. I burn
crucifixes in I talian neigbborhoods fl'lery Easter.
.
. of a
D: Ju st th e opposate-what does the oppostte
Catholic belifl'le in? You said everybody bad to belleve
in something, what makes you the opposite of a Catholic?
K: Buminq cruci(mes. And Lenny Bruce. You know
this is strange-- people don't put me on very often. It's
usuall the other way around.

Y
D: Well, if you'd just let wmchever end's in front come
.
·
.
·
in first... you keep trying to change the end.s around.
I'm not putting you on really.

K: Well then, wbat are you doing, really.
D: l'm not doin anything-l'm just making a joke. You
don't mind if I make a joke, do you?
K: No, but if the person you're talking to isn't part of
the joke, it's a put-on.
D: Y'know, Paul, I just make the jokes, if you don't
want to be part of it, that's up to you. I want you to be
part of it, I want to include every}x\tiy in everything I 'm
doing. Besides, maybe the tape recorder understands it.
Maybe the people who read this will thiJak it's funny.
You don't know.

K: Do you expect people to understand your songs, or
are you putting the people who buy your records on?
D: Do you undentand them? I mean let's tum it
'

around...
K: Ah ha!
D: You shouldn't interrupt...
K: But you were turning what! said around.
D: StiD, you shouldn 't interrupt.
K: Lthink I undentand your sonqs as well as you understand my writingl- I mean there are always private joltes.

D: I don'tcareabout your fuckinq writings, man, I don't
rai wri~! Writingl interrupt people- they interrupt

people's natural thoughts and make them stupid. I sing so••. (no laughter).
and study karate and don 't have time to read.
K: Your songs seem to have become less penonalsomeK: The man who wrote Blowing In The Wind studies how- on :sOmething like Corinna Corinna or One Too
Many Mornings I was always conscious of the l)el'IOnality
karate-- wow! Why?
of
the singer, but on Lay, Lady Lay, I just bear the song.
D: Why wbat? Study karate? Because I don't like to
have people interrupt my thoughts. If you don 't read, You don 't change inflection much in any given song.
you got to remember a long time before your thoughts D: Well, yeah.
turn into a song. I have to live with my thoughts. You K: Is that all you have to say?
can't interrupt a writer- he's always used up whatever he D: Yeah.
was thinking about anyway, but if you interrupt a song,
you kill it. Some people go to concerts just to cough. K: You don't like being interviewed, do you?
Some people hang around T .B. wards, when they got a D: Well, I don't mind, . actually,it'srecreational~ But'
deadline or something••.
it 's not like playing music- do you play or sing or anyK: I heard a tape of an interview you did with Pete thing?
Seeger, where you said you 'd written a bunch of songs the K: I just make love. And write sometimes, but somenight before, but you'd lost the paper you'd written tim, when I'm in bed with a woman, it's very musical.
them on and couldn 't remember how they went. So you Do you th~k of sex as musical?
must have been a writer at one time. Why did you stop
D: Not really- sex is more like words, but you have to be
writing?
a musician to appreciate that. You scheme and plot a
D: I never heard that tape, man. I once bad an inter- thousand times as much with a woman you really love
viewer who asked me all about Peter, Paul & Mary. He than a song- even if you hate the song. I bet you first
said he'd read a Peter, Paul & Mary record jacket I'd said that thing about music to a woman, right?
written. I never read any of their liner notes, man, or K: I guess so,
but because it was true ...
any Roy Acuff liner notes either. That tape isn 't imD: But it's only tl'1le because you aren't a musician. If
portant to me.
you were, it would be different. It's like a eunuch comK: And I never drink milk.
paring intrigue to love-- it's true, but what he's thinking
D: What? (laughter) You're an incredible motherfucker, stiil isn't the way it is.
you know? Incredible! I don't belleve you.
K: I feellike I used to feel before l'd taken acid, there's
K: You don't really? I feellike The Thin Man...
this big seeret that I don't know and everybody says I
can't undarstand how important it is...
D: Well, you got to do your own feeling. Keep that in
mind when you go tobedat night, and you won't fall D: Yeah, but acid im't like anything else, so it's uselessoff the top bunk getting a drink of water. Everybody it's inapplicable. Music goes everywhere.
has to feel for theirselve5.
K: Even into a cunt?
K: In Don't Look Back you have your manager with D: Ifthat's where you want to pt~t it, that's where it will
you, and there is a scene where he and some other busgo. 'lbere are songs about death and whiskey and whores
inessman are working out a deal, very terise, a financial and even politics, though so me of those aren 't real songs.
chess game. How do you get along with businessmen? Some of them are, Payday on Cold Creek. and Satisfaction
D: Oh, I get along fine with business men-- they don 't go are songs about politics.
around trying te get put down. Hippies are always trying K: Is Wicked Messenger about you when you were into slip thefr beards in arevolving door just before you volved in politics?
push it, but businessman got a certain thing they want D: No, it's about stupid
fucking Jews I have known.
from you. That's all they want, and it's very clean and -The really stupid ones,
stupid in a way that you couldn't
honest. Yeah, I get along fme with businessmen.
see in a million years•.. really dumb! Hey, you're startK: How are they to work with comJ)ared to radicals-- ing to effect my body, you know that?
you used to spend time around the Movement scene, K: You're right, they're connected.
SNCC and Broadside...
D: It's all right though, I can afford a doctor, and you
D: Well, they want something too, but they want a big- can afford a doctor ...
ger piece. There were a lot of people just Uke Albert
(Gro~, Dylan's manager) ~t th~ weren't as ~odest. K: Or an abortionist ...
Albert 1J.I8ally very m:xtest-: I unagme ~.L. Hunt 1s very D: Or an abortionist.
~~est too, when ?e ~ talking about oü ~Us. Money K: Speaking of afford, what do you do with the money
limits greed, othennse 1t extends to everythmg.
you make from records and concerts?
K Tha,
.
id
I'd
:
t sa cunous ea- money saves us from ....--4
va~·
D: I really don't know. Some of it goes in the bank and
always. ..
some of it just goes, I don't ever really count it.
D: Thought it was the other way around. You don 't ride
K: Did you ever think of doing something strange with
a motorcycle, do you?
it-like putting up a billboard saying "Radium gives your
K: No, I don't even drive.
baby strong bones," or even "Whaaat?"
D: y ou t ry c._.."A&MJ~
~. .......;..... which end o f a mot orcyc1e IS
· fro n t
D: What for?
and which is back at sixty miles an hour, and you got to
K: Maybe it would change something.
type with your toes for a year.
K: You're stretching a little- sometimes it must be a D: Naaw-- I do all that stuff in my songs, and wbat does
that change?
little hard to be Bob Dylan...
.
,
K: The shape of American society- the lives of millions
D: Not really-- Bob Dylan stretches a little. He s made of kids.
ou~ of crepe pa~ and neon and there are all these Jews
D: As long as you can oonnect what millions of people
trytng to grab a pece.
are doing to a song, the song hasn 't really gott~n across.
K: That sounds anti-semetic to me.
K: Which song?
D: I'm a Jew. You're a Jew. So's Albert. And lrwin
D:
Any song. You can't live a song or a billboard. It
Süber. So are the Beatles, but no body knows it. Everydoesn't
give anything but itself- it's a finger pointing,
body's stretching. The thing about Jews isn't that they
grab- everybody does- it's what they grab. Most of the not a place to live in.
really modest people in the world are Jews, except for K: Don't you feel your music implies a responsibility?
Jewish music:ians who aren't really modest or really Jews
D: But my songs don't take any responsibility- they
either.
don't care wbat people do with them. How can I? You
write a song to do one thing, and it does another, and so
K: Would you say they were Calvinists?
you write a song about what bappened and you don't
D: What's that? (laughter)
know what that's going to do.
K: Oh... Presbyterians. (Jaughter)
K: So you don 't advise people to trust your music?
D: No, I don't know too many Presbyterian musicians.
D: [ don't advise people. To trust. Mul:i.c or books. Or
Maybe Chariie Pride is Presbyterian, but 1 don't think

anJ1hin9.
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Harvey Fleetwood lii, former Bard
student, was arrested January 27
and named as the mastermind in an
international hashish smuggling ring.
According to the teeterai authorities
Fleetwood was the supplier to
several New York City area colleges.
He was arrested in a high speed chase
down Fifth Avenue in the City after
the ring had busted in San Juan,
Puerto Rico on January 13.

[LNS] --The radio speech was never
broadcast--yet old show-biz Agnew
got 14,000 letters of praise the next
day. No one will admit who slipped.

Fleetwood also faces charges of impersonating a federal offieer stenming
from an incident after the San Juan
bust when, hearing that his runner,
Constance Ziambardi, had been
jailed. He ealfed the jail, identified
himself as a federal official and asked
that she be released.

What happened was that UPI, a
news service, also makes news tapes
used by independent radio stations.
A rronth ago they recorded a full
hour of the usual hard hitting, always
missing Agnew diatribe. The schedule
said it was to be breadeast over
dozens of stations on the weekend.
But a fou I-up occurred--not a
single station aired the speech.

The ring was busted when a customs
inspector discovered 63 pounds of
hashish inside a scuba tank and a
stuffed horse. Fleetwood faces up to
twenty years in jail on the smuggling
charge andanother five for inpersonating a federal officer, if convicted.

Just the same, come Monday morning the UPI office was buried under
a flood of 14,000 letters of fulsome
praise. There was not a single letter
crit_icizing the speech. Agnew was
pra1sed for once again exposing the
effete intellectual snobs that
mareheet in the protest parades.

''fliOWI. CAI 39 THINICS HE JUST SHN A SlJSIIECTED tLACJ( PANTHEI CAIIYIN' WHA T
HE IMAGJNES COULD lEA CONCEALED LETHAL WIAI'ON!"

14,000 American citizens went zap
over a speech they never heard. Only
Spiro can get that.
I know of three New York City TV
stations that were forbidden by
their management to air the story.
Makes one think.

STUDENTS RUN
SUSINESSES IN BERKELEY
BERKELEY, Cai.--[CPS] --Westwood
Village near UCLA abounds with
first-run movie houses, traditional
men's clothing stores and parking lots.
Most of the shops in the Univer5ity
District around the University of
Washington try to be 'hip' but
seem to be run by people out only
to make money. The University of
Hawaii owns most of the land around
its main campus, so only a few
businesses are located near the
campus.
In the South campus area near the
University of California at
Berkeley, however, students
are trying to change the complexion
of the business community. Students
of Berkeley, Inc. (SOB) was formed
five months ago as a non-profit,
student-owned corporation which
now owns a record store and a copying salon.
Since mare than half of the
University's 27,500 students live
within a mile of the campus, local
businessmen have captive customers.
Many students who live in dorms and
don't have cars are at the mercy of
the merchants. Potential shopkeepers
are easily discouraged by the rents
ranging above $1000 per month or
by opposition from the conservative
and powertui Sather G:lte Merchants
Association.

Late last spring this situation was
disrupted by the opening of Leopold's
Record Store owned by SOB. lnstead
of selling records listed at $4.98
for $3.69, as most local stores do,
Leopold's sells them for $2.98. When
the store first opened, records had to
be ordered, but now Leopold's has a
$10,000 stock of records.
The Students of Berkeley's Board of
Direetars consists of five members
from the Associated Students (ASUC)
Executive branch and ten other
representatives elected by the ASUC
Senate.
According to Mike Lauer, Board
President and a junior in computer
science, SOB clears about $1,000 a
month with rrost of the money going
to buy records.
Cleo's Copying Salon, which opened
Nov. 12, ran ata deficit for several
weeks, but co-manager Doug Turner
says that profits will soon clear the
books of the current $3,000 debt.
In the tightly competitive Berkeley
copying market, Cleo's seems to
have two advantages--lower prices
and the Xerox 7000, the 'shrinking
machine' which takes opposite pages
of a book and reproduces them on
a single page of copy.

Cometo think of it, that's the same
number of letters that Nixon had on
his desk the day after one of his
speeches. Makes one think.

SOB is also considering opening a
launderette with rock music and
dancing anda community arts and
crafts center where people could
buv and sell things they make,
according to Board Member Jon
David Bachrach. Moreover, the
group intends to help community
programs and may donate $500
to the campus Child Care Center.
Although SOB is the first corporation
of its kind, students at Brown
University, UCLA and UC Davis
are now setting up student corporations along the I ines of the
Berkeley model.
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SEATTLE MAYOR STOPS
POLICE RAI D ON PANTHEAS
DECRIES 'GESTAPO TACTICS'
SEATILE--[CPS ] --Aithough the
federal government wanted to stage
a raid on the Black Panther headquarters here, Seattle Mayor Wes
Uhlman vetoed the idea.

red hook: 27 n. broadway
758-1561
drive-up window
open 'til 7 p.m.

The mayor said such raids are
reminiscent of 'Gestapo-type' tactics.
A great many people are having
second thoughts about midnight
Gestapo-type raids,' he said. The
majoy said a federal.law enforcement
agency a~ked for ~he city to. he~p .
with an 'mformat1on gathenng ra1d
on Panther headquarters last month.
The raid did not take place.

rhinebeck: 44 e. market st.
876-3671
open 'til 6 p.m.
same day service

24 hour towing service 876 - 4740
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WEATHERMEN
BUSTED IN
PHILLY
PHI LADELPHIA--[CPS] --Eight
Weathermen are being held here for
a total of $18,200 bail for invading
the WCAU broadcasting building,
smashing plate-glass windows and
display cases and ripping out telephones on Jan. 10.
In a pamphlet called 'Showdow_n at
High Noon' distributed at the t1me,
thegroup said it was protestii}Q the
'brutal attack on the Black liberatian
struggle by means of a slanderous
television documentary about the
Black Panther Party.' Th ey were
referring to the ColuiTbia Broadcasting
System show aired nationwide
Jan. 8 on the Black Panther Party.
The WCAU 'raid' which caused about
$1,5000 damage was carried out by
13 persons, 11 of whom were arrested
imnediately after 1t occurred. The
plan, according to the_ W~at~ermen, _
was designed only to mfhct symbol1c
damage' and not to incapacitate the
studia.
Held for $2,500 bail each on charges
of uniawful entry, maiiciaus mischief,
disorderly conduct, corrupting the
morals of minors and conspiracy
were: Kathryn Keha n, 21; Ja net
Press 18; Francis Boyce, 20; his
brother, John, 18, all of Philadelphia;
Joseph Bentzel, Jr., 20, of West
Chester; and Theodore Gold, 23, of
New York City. They will appear
before the Philadelphia grand fury.
In addition to the other charges,
Sheldon Rosenbaum, 30, of New York
City, was held in $3,000 bail for
resisting arrest. Gilliam Barthold, 23,
who was waiting in the car outside
the studia, was only charged with
conspiracy and was released on $200
ba il.
Three juveniles were also arrested _
during the incident, held on consp1racy
charges and released in the custody
of their parents.
According to the Weathermen and
police accounts, several persons
arrived in one car at the Marriott
Motor Inn's parki ng lot across the street
from WCAU and waited for the
· others who arrived in several taxicabs.
They planned to escape in tV\0 cars
waiting outside the station after the
action. However, police surrounded
the building's six exits making arrests
as the raiders fled the building.
After the incident, the arrested
Weathermen had difficulty securing
bail and lawyers. Seven of the
eight person s arrested have spent
a week in a Montgorrery Cou_nty
Prison unable to come up w1th
the ball money. Miss Barthold was
the only one able to secure bail and
Miss Kehan was the only one to
have counsel at the preliminary
hearing on Jan. 16.
The court hearing for the juveniles is
expected to be in early February
uniess charges are dropped before
then. A date for the jury trial of the
eight adults has not yet been set.

godard
film
at
hunter

Jean - Luc Godard's film, Sympathy for the
Devil starring the Rolling Stones, will have its
New York premiere at Hunter College on March
18, at 7:30 pm in the College Assembly Hall.
Subsequent showings will beat9:30pm Mlrch
18 and at 7:30 and 9:30 on March 19 and 20.
A documertary of Godard discussing the
film will also be presented at the College
Playhouse.
Tickets, at $2 and $3 for students, are
available at the Hunter College Concert
Bureau, 695 Park Ave.,phone 535 - 5350

JEAN - LUC GODARD

ABORTIONS
RENTON, Washington--[CPS] --On
Northeast 12th Street in this city of
25,000 just south of Seattle, there
stands a building with a sign saying
'Reproductive Crisis Clinic'. Inside,
Dr. A. Frans Koome perforns

STUDIINT

~~meSQ~~:r ~

Dr. A. Frans Koome performs abortions. He performed 140 last year
and says he plans to perform more.
Despite considerable publicity in the
Seattle area, local law enforcement
authorities refuse to take any action
against the doctor, who has gone so
far as to send a letter to \1\Bshington
Governor Daniel Evans, informing
himof the abortion practice and
calling for liberalization of the
state's abortian law, which prohibits
abortions except to save the life of
the mother.
Dr. Koome, 40, has been a general
practitioner here for the past eight
years. His next door neighbor,
Renton Police Chief C. S. Williams,
says the doctor is a personal friend.
Williams goes on to say he is awaiting
'statements from the people involved' before taking any action.
Since Washington law providesa
one-to-five year prison term for a
woman on whom an abortian is
performed, it is doubtful any woman
will come forward.

are unmarried wom~n in their late
teens or early twent1es. Most come
to ~im without knowledge of
the1r parents.

The proposed revision of the abortian law which I<Dome favors will
be introduced again in January Vlhen
the state legislature reconvenes.
Similar to the reforms already adopted
in some states, the bill would make
abortian legal if birth would adversely
affect the physical or mental health
of the mother, or in the case of
pregnancy resulting from the rape of
a rrinor. Extensively debated this
year, the bill died in committee after
intense opposition from the Roman
Catholic Church which considers
abortian murder. A majority of the
committee's members are Catholics.
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Choice dates stiil available but
already filling rapidly at this
price. Write Mr. Steve Kaiden
at 15 Breadhead Ave., New
~~Jtz. N. V .• 12561 orcall (914)
255- 5551.
Receive the latest edition of
a different underground newspaper each week. No duplications. $10 for 6 months or
~ year.

A sample packet

of a dozen UPS papen is available
for $4, and a LibrarySubscription

to all UPS papen (about 50)
costs$50 for 6 months, $100 for
one year. The above offers are
available from UPS, Box 1603,
Phoenix, Arizona 85001.

